


Bathymetric Mapping of Selected Delta Areas of Lake George, NY 

Introduction 

Stomlwalcr mnoff and the nutrients and pollutants it carries is recogniLed as one of the 
principal factors responsible for declining water quality in the Lake George basin. 
Historical and ongoing research progrnms conducted hy the Darrin Fresh Water Institute 
and the NVS Department of Environmental Conservation havl: evaluated the chemical 
and physical charal:tt:"ristics of TunolI waters [rom urbanized watersheds within the I.ake 
George basin. Elevated levels of nitrogen, cnrboll, phosphorus. suspended sediments. 
metals and fecal hacteria. \vhich are generally associated with particulate materials. arc 
observed in urban runoff: One of the most obvious impacts of stormwatcr runoff is the 
sediment transported to tlIe lake. rhis sediment forms deltas at the outlets of numerous 
streams within the basin. These deltas have been growing at a substantial rate over the 
last 20 years (Rasmussen, 1(80); ho\\rever, little empirical information has been 
collected. 

Sedimentation accelerates eutrophication or "Iake aging" through reduced water depth, 
disturbed habitats for vegetation and wildlife. and via nutrients and contaminants 
associated with particulate materials. The large delta areas created by nmoff borne 
sediments also pose a haYard to navigation. 

Once upstream sourccs tt1/" sediments arc managed, and a number of these type projecb 
are currently underway in the Lake George ba.<;in, in-lake management projects 
(dredging) can be attempted. A .:ritical need for dredging projects is maps orthe deltas in 
order to calculate the amO\1nt of material to be removed. An estimate of the rate- at which 
the deltas are grovving .:an also provide a timclinc for additional dredging where 
necessary. 

The following report is an effort to develop bathymetric maps of the principal deltas in 
the f.ake George basin. Sites include West Brook. East Brook, English Brook. rinkle 
Brook, IJague 13rook, and Foster Brook. Bathymetric (depth) maps of the delta areas. 
from the shoreline to a depth of 5 meters are included in the cunent rep01i. These maps 
can be used to calculnte the depth of material to be removed and detail differences 
bct\\·ccn unimpacted adjacent shorelines and delta mens. 

Methods 

instmmentation used for this project included a Trimhle TJ)(' I Asset Survevor lM 

GIS/DUPS data collection system (Trimble Navigation Ltd, Sunn.yvale, CA), an Eagle™ 
SupraPro 1.0. acoustic depth sounder (Lowrance, Tulsa, OK). and temporary buoy 
markers to locnte depth contours durillg mapping. 

rhe Trimble navigation system was programmed to utilize a minimum of live satellites aT 

any given time, thus reducing the Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) Mask to less 
than 6, a standard set to achieve horizontal accuracy better than 50 centimeters (em). 
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PDOP is a measure of the saldlite geometry in the sky, and indicates accuracy with 
which the Global Positioning System (GPS) positions an: recorded. The Signal-To-Noise 
Ratio (SNR) Mask was also set to 6. This is a measure of the background noise that can 
intedere with signals from the satellites. The TDCI Asset Surveyor \-vas also configured 
for an Elevation Mask of 1 5°, a setting to ensure that only Jata from satellites 15° or more 
above the horizon is recorded. If data from satellites less than 15° above the horizon is 
incorporated. accuracy in the GPS is compromised. The occupation period lor 50 ern 
horizontal accuracy was set to a one-second occupation time to allow for proper 
positioning data to be collected. 

In order li)r positioning data to be available for use \\.'ithout post processing_ differential 
correction ([KIPS) was used. To achieve improved accuracy for this rcal-time data. the 
Trimble system \\'ns programmed to receive signals from a remote base station (in 
addition to the minimum of five satellites). Connection to the n:mole base station allows 
the Trimble system to compute positioning data from satellite links and eorrect the 
inlonnatiol1 to provide a highly accurate location. 11' connection to this remote link is 
lost, the Trimble system stops logging data from the satellites thus ensuring exclusion of 
inaccurntc data. Data almanacs were downloaded daily to dcte1l11ine the times orduy 
",vhen greatest precision (largest number ofsatellites) \vere available. 

The Eagle™ acoustic depth sounder ,"vas calihrated for various depths using a weighted 
fiberglass tape (Keson_ Warrenville. IL)_ \\,'here measurement ufthe tape was recorded 
simultaneously with measurements from the [agleM depth sounder. Correction factors 
were applied to the depth sounder measurements. Each depth contour \vns marked with 
110ats secured to the lake bottom. Once a contour line had been identitied with an 
appropriate number of floats. the coordinates orthe contour \vere recorded on the Trimble 
system. This method was repeated for all contour depths of one meter and beyond. For 
shoreline measurements, the Trimble system V-ias activated and then the shoreline was 
walked. The 0.5 meter contours v,:ere determined with a wading staff (Gurley 
Vranufacturing Co., 'I roy. NY) marked to 0.5 m, and recorded on the backpack mounted 
I rimble system. 

Aller all contours were recorded on the Trimhle datalogging system, the information was 
downloaded 10 Trimble Pathfinder Office™ version 2.10 so/lware. The coordinates \ver\: 
then exported into Maplnfo Professional 1M version 4.0 (MapTnfo Corp., Troy. NY), for 
graphic representation. 

Results 

All bathymetric and coordinate data was collected hetween T\'ovember 19 and Decemher 
II. 1998. A record or lake level is provided lor each site and survey datc as Table 1. 
Lake le\'el ranged from 319.13 to 319.16 feet ahove mcan sea level during the survey. 
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Table 1. Survey sites, dates and lake level records. All level records are in feet above 
menn sea level (arnsl) recorded for the Rogers Rock gaugt:. 

1,-,. N 
! .)lte arne 

East Brook 
English Brook 
Finkle Brook 
Foster Brook 
Hague Brook 
West Brook 

Survey Dat e 

December 3. 1 99R 
99R .. December 4, 1 

Noycrnber 19, 
November_ 23, 
December 11, 
Deccmber 3, 1 

199R 
199R 
199R 
998 

Lake Level (ft mnsl) 

319.13 
319.16 
319.13 

-

319.13 
-

319.14 
-

I 
119.13 

Maps of each oflhe delta areas with appropriate bathymetric contours are provided as 
Figures I lhrough 7. The surface area li)r each delta v·..-as determined by arbitrarily 
detennining the zone or impact or stream derived seuiments and calculating the surfacc 
area undcrlying each depth contour. The areas arc rep0l1ed in hectares both as 
cumulativc, from the shoreline to a depth contour, and as area for each 1 meter depth 
interval. Distance from the mouth of each brook to the first intersection \vith a depth 
contour was also ealculnted by extending a radius perpendicular to the shoreline from the 
mouth or the brook to the S meter depth contour. The 5 meter (16.1 foot) depth contour 
was selected as the maximum depth for delta mapping. 

East Brook 

cast Brook delta was mapped from the contTete observation point nt the west end of Lake 
(ieorge beach to tiw southernmost dock at Halls Marina (Figure 2). From the map. the 
discharge of East Rrook is directcd in a northeasterly direction by a sandbar at the mouth 
of the hrook. The area of the Fast Rrook delta (Table 2) to a water depth of 5 meters was 
calculated as 0.92 ha (2.3 at:res). 

Table 2. Sur/ace area in hectares (ha) and distant:e estimates in meters (m) from the 
mouth of the brook for depth profiles at East Brook. 

Contour Cumulative Contour 
Interval (m) Arl'a (ha) Area (ha) Distance (rn) 

IJ-IJ.5 0.24 IJ.24 40 
0-1 0.37 0.13 47 
0-2 0.50 0.13 57 
IJ-3 0.63 0.13 79 
0-4 0.80 0.17 'IX 
0-5 IJ.92 0.12 120 
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Figure 2. East Brook delta bathymetry. Depth isopleths arc in 1 meter increments. 
Dotted lines refer to delta area calculations. 
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english Brook 

English I3rook delta \vas recorded from Lake Avenue I3each to the treeline at the first 
property north oCthe mouth of the brook. The delta has formed a peninsula on the south 
shore adjacent to the mouth of the brook. (Figure 3). This sandy spit ofland only extends 
several inches above the water surface, however it serves to divert the flow in a northerly 
direction. I"he presem:e of the sandy spit and enlarged areas of shallow water however. 
suggest that historical sediment deposition was heavier on the sOllthem flank ufthe delta. 

l'he delta at English Brook (Table J). to five meters depth. was determined to cover 5.75 
ha (14.2 acres). English Brook \\-as the largest in area from the shoreline to 0.5 m depth 
at l.S7 ha (4.6 acres). closely followed hy Hague Brook, at 1.62 ha (4.0 acres). 

IIistorical estimates of delta area for english Brook suggest an area of 1337 1112 (0.33 
acres) to 3 meters depth in 1958. This area was estimated to have tripled to 
approximately I acre hy 1968 (Rasmussen, 1980). By 1998. the area of the delta from 
the shoreline lo 3 meters depth Vo·as calculated to be 4.97 ha (12.3 acres). 
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Table 3. Surface area in hectare:; (ha) and distance estimates in meters (m) from the 
mouth of the hrook for depth profiles at English Brook. 

Cumulative Segment 
Contour Interval Area {ha) Area (ha} Oistam.:e tm) 

0-0.5 1.87 1.87 72 
0-1 3.5\ 1.64 83 
0-2 4.59 1.08 88 
0-3 4.97 0.38 106 
0-4 5.42 IJ.45 116 
0-5 5.75 0.33 116 

Figure 3. English Rrook delta bathymetry. Depth isopleths are in I meter im:rements. 
Dotted lines refer to delta area calculations. 
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finkle Brook 

Finkle Arook delta mapping eornrnem:ed at a point approximately 100 meters south of the 
mouth of the brook and continued to a point approximately 100 meters north of the 
mouth of the brook (Figure 4). A sandy spit ofland has developed at the southern side of 
the mouth of the hrook. v,'"ith an elevation of about 6 inches ahove the lake level at the 
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time of ~urvey. The delta mainly extends in an ea::;terly direction from the mouth of the 
brook. however the presence of the sandy spit has diverted tlow to a more northerly 
discharge in recent years. The surface area orthe Finkle Brook delta, to a depth of5 
meters (Tahle 4). was calculated to be 3.16 ha U.8 acres) 

Table 4. Surface area in hectares tha) and distance estimates in meter~ (m) from the 
mouth of the brook for depth profiles at Finkle Brook. 

Contour Interval Segment 
meters Ar.ea (ha) Area (ha) Distance (m} 
0-0.5 0.39 0.39 31 
0-1 0.65 0.25 46 
0-2 1.41 0.76 71 
0-3 2.22 (J.g I 116 
0-4 2.65 0.43 13R 
0-5 3.16 0.51 142 

Figure 4. Finkle Brook delta bathymetry. Depth isopleths are in 1 meter increments. 
Dotted lines refer to delta area calculations. 
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Foster Brook 

Foster Brook delta was mapped from a point approximately 100 meters south of Foster 
Brook to a comparable distance to the north of the brook. The delta appears to extend in 
a direction roughly perpendicular to the shoreline (figure 5). A gravel and sand bar is 
present on the northern margin of the mouth of the brook. Foster Brook delta \','as the 
smallcst in area of the deltas mapped (Table 5), with an area of 1.28 ha (3.2 acres) to a 
depth of 5 meters. 

Table 5. Surface area in hectares (h<:1) and distance estimates in meters tm) from the 
mouth of the hrook for depth profiles at Foster Brook. 

Segment 
Contour Interval Area {hal Area {hal Distance (Ill} 

0-0.5 0.17 0.17 -0 
J" 

0-1 0.38 0.21 49 
0-2 0.64 0.26 74 
0-1 0.9.5 0.30 106 
0-4 1.00 0.06 110 
0-5 1.28 0.28 U4 

Figure 5. Foster Brook delta hnthymctry. Depth isopleths are in 1 meter increments. 
Dotted lines refer to delta area eakul<:1tions. 
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Hagul: Brook 

Hague Brook delta was mapped ii-om a point s('Yeral hundred meters south of the 10\\-TI 

launch ramp to a point adjacent to the gas station on Route 9N. A large sandy spit of land 
extends in a crescent shape from the n0I1hern margin of the stream mouth. This sandy 
spit is approximately 8 inches above lake level. The sandy spit ofland results in the How 
of Hague Brook being diverted in a southerly direction. Extensive areas of shallow water 
are also prcsl:nt at the southl:m flank of the ddta and included in the current map (Figure 
6). Including all the peripheral shallows. Hague Brook delta was the iargl:st surveyed 
(Table 6), constituting a total area (to 5 m dl:pth) of 1 0.0 ha (24.7 acres). 

Figure 6. Hague Brook delta bathymetry. Depth isopkths are in 1 meter increments. 
Dotted lines refer to delta area calculations. 
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Table 6. Surface an:a in hectares (ha) and distance t:stimates in meters (m) hom the 
mouth of the hrook for depth profiles at Hague Brook. 

Segment 
Contour Intcrv·al Area (hal Area (ha) Distance (m} 

0-0.5 1.62 1.62 60 
0-1 6.09 4.47 90 
0-2 7.95 1.&6 104 
0-3 8.92 0.98 106 
0-4 9.32 0.39 I I I 
0-5 10.00 0.6& liS 

West Brook 

\Vest Brook delta \ .... as rnappt:d from the concn:tt: observation point at the western end of 
Lake George Be<.tch to the Steel Pier belonging to the Lake George Steamboat Comp<.tny 
(Figure 7). The delta at West Rrook extends perpendicular to the shoreline. Ruildup or 
sand and gr<.tvel is evident at the southern margin of the stream mouth causing a diversion 
of stream discharge to the north. Tlu: area of the West Brook delta (Tahle 7) to a dcpth of 
5 meters is calculated as 2.73 ha (6.7 acres). 

Table 7. Surface area in hcetares (ha) and distance estimates in meters (m) from the 
mouth of the hrook for depth profiles at West Brook. 

Segment 

Contour Interval Area (ha) Area (ha) Distance (m} 
0-0.5 0.50 0.50 4& 

0-1 0.94 0.44 58 
0-2 1.3~ 0.44 68 
0-3 1.82 0.44 &3 

0-4 2.20 038 91 

0-5 2.71 0.53 105 
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Figure 7. Volest Brook delta bathymetry. Depth isopleths are in 1 meter increments. 
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Deltas an:as throughout the Lake George basin are generally present to a water depth of3 
to 4 meters. Coarse textured. sandy materials \\ hich make up the deltas are generally 
deposited within this depth range. and relilllvely sharp im:reases in depth are ohserved 
beyond 3 meters depth. 
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The Effect ofDeveJopment on Tributary Delta Formation in a Recreational Lake 

Sutherland!, James W., and Lawrence W. Eichlei. '(Northern Watershed Section, Division of 
Water, NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, 50 Wolf Road, Albany, NY 12233-3508, 
Ph: [518J457-0628, Fax: [518]485-7786, e-mail: iwsuther@gw.dec.state.ny.us);'(DamnFreshWater 
Institute, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 5060 Lakeshore Drive, Bolton Landing, NY 12814, Ph: 
[518]644-3541, Fax: [518]644-3640, e-mail: eichl1@rpi.cdu). 

Lake George is located in the southeastern Adirondack mountain region of New York State. The 
drainage basin of the Lake is steep-sloped, and upland development in individual watersheds has 
increased peak discharges and direct runoff from developed sites. Large deltas have formed in near
shore areas at the mouths of tributaries that drain developed water~heds. Deltas are disturbed, 
unstable areas where sediment is continually deposited by stonnwater runoff, changing the physical 
and chemical characteristics of the bottom. These areas interfere with fish spawning and recreation, 
and provide habitat for aggressive colonizers ~uch as Eurasian watermilfoil, which is found 
extensively in Lake George. Although land development and logging operations have resulted in a 
general increac;e in watershed soil loss, the primary source of delta sediment is sand applied to roads 
and highways during winter deicing practices_ About 75 percent of the annual sediment loading to 
Lake George occurs between February and June, indicating the dominant effect of snowmelt on the 
hydrology of the area. West Brook is a large, moderately developed watershed that contributes about 
50 percent of the total annual tributary runoff entering the south end of the Lake. Of the many Lake 
George watersheds studied during the past two decades, West Brook ranks first in total suspended 
sediment loading to the Lake. This presentation will discuss the fonnation of the West Brook delta 
and Global Positioning Techniques that have been used to map the Lake's littoral zone and monitor 
delta growth. 

F onnat: Oral Presentation 
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